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To explore the TextEdit User Guide, click Table of Contents at the top of the page, or enter a word or phrase in the search field. Helpful? Thanks for your feedback. PDFs aren’t editable by design. However, you may often need to make changes in PDFs like fixing a typo in an invoice or even adding more pages to your document. Whatever the reason,
you need a go-to PDF app for Mac that offers the best way to edit PDFs. Here’s a quick video on how to easily edit the text and images in PDFs with PDF Expert, a fast, reliable, and easy-to-use PDF editor for Mac. Get PDF Expert and let's dive into details! How to edit the text in PDF on Mac Want to make changes in a contract or fix a typo in your
name or street address? You can easily do it with PDF Expert. To edit the text in your document: Open the editing mode by clicking Edit in the top toolbar. Click on the Text button. Choose the piece of text you want to edit. Edit text in PDF and click on the blank space to preserve your changes. Get PDF Expert How to edit images in PDF Want to
change your company’s logo or insert a new graph in a business document? PDF Expert makes it easy to add or change images in your documents. To edit images in a PDF: Open the editing mode by clicking Edit in the top toolbar. Click on the Image button. Click on the image to move, edit, rotate or delete it. To add a new image to your file: Click on
the Image button. Click anywhere in the document and choose the image you want to add. Get PDF Expert How to add a hyperlink to a PDF Want to link any part of the text to a different page or a website? It’s easy! PDF Expert even lets you add links to images. Here's how: Open the Edit tab on the toolbar.Click on the Link button. Select the piece of
text you want to link. Choose the link destination: to Page or to Web. Easy peasy! Get PDF Expert How to redact a PDF Want to permanently delete or white out sensitive data in your PDF? PDF Expert has the best PDF redaction tool! We found it to be especially useful for legal contracts. To redact your document: In Edit mode, click on the
Redact button. Select the fragment of text you want to redact. You can also redact any data across the entire document. This is a huge time saver! Click on the search icon on the right sidebar. Type the word you want to hide across the entire document. Click Blackout or Erase All. Get PDF Expert How to edit a table of contents in a PDF A table of
contents helps you quickly navigate through a book or report without endless scrolling. Here’s how to create outlines in PDFs. Open your document in PDF ExpertFirst, select a few words that should link to this page.Right-click and select Add Outline Item.The outline will appear on the sidebar, and you can rename it if needed. Get PDF Expert How to
merge PDF files on Mac Want to merge PDFs into one file on Mac? It’s never been so easy. Here’s a quick video on how to do it in PDF Expert. How to delete pages in a PDF No matter how many pages you need to delete from your PDF file, PDF Expert is up to the task. How to delete a page from a PDF: Choose the Thumbnails icon on the top bar.
Select the page or pages to delete. Press the Delete button on the top bar. PDF Expert is your go-to PDF editor for Mac. It can help you with any PDF task, from editing and signing to merging and password-protecting PDFs. Get PDF Expert and thank us later! The hosts file is used by your computer to lookup/resolve domain names to an IP address.
This file can be used to force your computer to resolve your website to a specific IP address rather than resolving your website using the DNS found in the name servers the domain is pointed to. Manually configuring your domain with the IP address of your InMotion Hosting server, will allow you to test your website without affecting the server
where your domain is pointed to via the name servers/DNS. Edit Hosts FileOpen the Terminal application. You may either type Terminal in the Spotlight search or by navigating to Applications , then the Utilities folder, then click on the Terminal app.Open the hosts file for editing. In the terminal window you just opened copy/paste the command string
below, and press return.sudo nano /private/etc/hosts or sudo nano /etc/hosts on newer MacOS.Enter your password when it prompts you to enter your Mac user’s password.NOTE: you will not see the cursor move. This is normal, simply enter your password and press the Return when done. Edit the hosts file by adding these two lines to the bottom of
the file.SERVER_IP_ADDRESS domain.comSERVER_IP_ADDRESS www.domain.comFor example, it should look like:86.75.30.9 domain.com86.75.30.9 www.domain.comNOTE: Be sure to replace domain.com with your actual domain name. If you are not sure which IP address to use, please contact our Support Department for further
assistance.WARNING: Be sure that there is a space between the IP and the URL. Otherwise, the rule will not work. Save your changes by pressing control-o on your keyboard then return to accept the filename. Exit the editor by pressing control-x. This takes you back to the terminal screen.You may need to flush your Mac’s DNS cache, so copy/paste
the below command string into terminal, and press return: dscacheutil -flushcache. You may have to add sudo to this command, for example: sudo dscacheutil -flushcacheb.This completes the hosts file modification, so you should now be able to see your site here with us using your domain in your browser’s address bar. When testing is complete you
may undo these changes by repeating the steps above but removing the information entered in step 3.Learn more about DNS management with our Managed VPS Hosting Product Guide. To edit a plain text file in Terminal, you can use a command-line text editor.For general-purpose work, it’s easiest to use one of the text editors included with
macOS. If you want to use a graphical text editor, use TextEdit (in Launchpad). Otherwise, use one of the command-line editors included with macOS:Nano nano is a simple command-line editor. It’s a good introduction to using a command-line editor because it includes easy-to-follow on-screen help. See the nano man page.Vim vim is a vi-compatible
text editor. It has many powerful enhancements for moving around, searching, and editing documents. Basic editing is simple to learn, and there’s additional functionality to explore. You can access most of the functionality by using keystroke combinations that trigger certain behavior. vim, or the editor it’s modeled after, vi, is found in most UNIXbased operating systems. See the vim man page.If you’re new to using the command line and don’t anticipate using it much for editing, nano is probably your best choice. If you expect to spend a lot of time using the command-line environment, it’s probably worth learning vim. They have very different design philosophies, so spend some time with
each of them to determine which works best for you. Page 2 To edit a plain text file in Terminal, you can use a command-line text editor.For general-purpose work, it’s easiest to use one of the text editors included with macOS. If you want to use a graphical text editor, use TextEdit (in Launchpad). Otherwise, use one of the command-line editors
included with macOS:Nano nano is a simple command-line editor. It’s a good introduction to using a command-line editor because it includes easy-to-follow on-screen help. See the nano man page.Vim vim is a vi-compatible text editor. It has many powerful enhancements for moving around, searching, and editing documents. Basic editing is simple to
learn, and there’s additional functionality to explore. You can access most of the functionality by using keystroke combinations that trigger certain behavior. vim, or the editor it’s modeled after, vi, is found in most UNIX-based operating systems. See the vim man page.If you’re new to using the command line and don’t anticipate using it much for
editing, nano is probably your best choice. If you expect to spend a lot of time using the command-line environment, it’s probably worth learning vim. They have very different design philosophies, so spend some time with each of them to determine which works best for you. Page 3 To edit a plain text file in Terminal, you can use a command-line text
editor.For general-purpose work, it’s easiest to use one of the text editors included with macOS. If you want to use a graphical text editor, use TextEdit (in Launchpad). Otherwise, use one of the command-line editors included with macOS:Nano nano is a simple command-line editor. It’s a good introduction to using a command-line editor because it
includes easy-to-follow on-screen help. See the nano man page.Vim vim is a vi-compatible text editor. It has many powerful enhancements for moving around, searching, and editing documents. Basic editing is simple to learn, and there’s additional functionality to explore. You can access most of the functionality by using keystroke combinations that
trigger certain behavior. vim, or the editor it’s modeled after, vi, is found in most UNIX-based operating systems. See the vim man page.If you’re new to using the command line and don’t anticipate using it much for editing, nano is probably your best choice. If you expect to spend a lot of time using the command-line environment, it’s probably worth
learning vim. They have very different design philosophies, so spend some time with each of them to determine which works best for you. Page 4 To edit a plain text file in Terminal, you can use a command-line text editor.For general-purpose work, it’s easiest to use one of the text editors included with macOS. If you want to use a graphical text
editor, use TextEdit (in Launchpad). Otherwise, use one of the command-line editors included with macOS:Nano nano is a simple command-line editor. It’s a good introduction to using a command-line editor because it includes easy-to-follow on-screen help. See the nano man page.Vim vim is a vi-compatible text editor. It has many powerful
enhancements for moving around, searching, and editing documents. Basic editing is simple to learn, and there’s additional functionality to explore. You can access most of the functionality by using keystroke combinations that trigger certain behavior. vim, or the editor it’s modeled after, vi, is found in most UNIX-based operating systems. See the
vim man page.If you’re new to using the command line and don’t anticipate using it much for editing, nano is probably your best choice. If you expect to spend a lot of time using the command-line environment, it’s probably worth learning vim. They have very different design philosophies, so spend some time with each of them to determine which
works best for you. Page 5 To edit a plain text file in Terminal, you can use a command-line text editor.Text editors are among the oldest programs available on any operating system, and come in a wide variety—from completely automatic text editors, where you essentially write a recipe for what actions should be taken on text and then let the
computer do the work, to much more interactive text editors that can edit (and save) text in a wide variety of formats.For general-purpose work, it’s easiest to deal with one of the text editors included with macOS. If you want to use a graphical text editor, use TextEdit (in Launchpad). Otherwise, use one of the many command-line editors provided.
The three most full-featured command-line text editors included with macOS are:Nano nano is a simple command-line based editor. It’s a replacement for the Pico editor, so instructions for using the Pico editor can be used with nano. If you invoke the Pico editor, you actually run nano. nano is a good introduction to using a command-line based editor
as it includes easy-to-follow on-screen help.Vim vim is a vi-compatible text editor. It has many powerful enhancements for moving around, searching, and editing documents. Basic editing is simple to learn and there’s much additional functionality to explore. You can access most of the functionality by using keystroke combinations that trigger certain
behavior. vim, or the editor it’s modeled after, vi, is found in most UNIX-based operating systems. If you’ll be doing lots of editing from the command line, it’s a good editor to learn to use, but if you only use a command-line based editor occasionally, you can get by without learning it.Emacs Like vim, emacs is an extremely full-featured editor found on
most UNIX-based operating systems. In addition to its editing power, emacs is extremely customizable, with additional functionality available in modules that let the emacs interface do much more than just text editing. It’s relatively easy to use for basic editing, and has lots of functionality for you to explore. Like vim, emacs uses keystroke
combinations to access its many different functional behaviors. These keystroke combinations require memorization, so emacs is most useful if you use the command line often.If you’re new to using the command line and don’t anticipate using it much for editing, nano is probably your best choice. If you expect to spend a lot of time using the
command-line environment, it’s probably worth learning either vim or emacs. They have very different design philosophies, so spend some time with each of them to determine which works best for you.For more information about using nano, vim, or emacs, see their man pages. Page 6 To edit a plain text file in Terminal, you can use a command-line
text editor.Text editors are among the oldest programs available on any operating system, and come in a wide variety—from completely automatic text editors, where you essentially write a recipe for what actions should be taken on text and then let the computer do the work, to much more interactive text editors that can edit (and save) text in a wide
variety of formats.For general-purpose work, it’s easiest to deal with one of the text editors included with macOS. If you want to use a graphical text editor, use TextEdit (in Launchpad). Otherwise, use one of the many command-line editors provided. The three most full-featured command-line text editors included with macOS are:Nano nano is a
simple command-line based editor. It’s a replacement for the Pico editor, so instructions for using the Pico editor can be used with nano. If you invoke the Pico editor, you actually run nano. nano is a good introduction to using a command-line based editor as it includes easy-to-follow on-screen help.Vim vim is a vi-compatible text editor. It has many
powerful enhancements for moving around, searching, and editing documents. Basic editing is simple to learn and there’s much additional functionality to explore. You can access most of the functionality by using keystroke combinations that trigger certain behavior. vim, or the editor it’s modeled after, vi, is found in most UNIX-based operating
systems. If you’ll be doing lots of editing from the command line, it’s a good editor to learn to use, but if you only use a command-line based editor occasionally, you can get by without learning it.Emacs Like vim, emacs is an extremely full-featured editor found on most UNIX-based operating systems. In addition to its editing power, emacs is extremely
customizable, with additional functionality available in modules that let the emacs interface do much more than just text editing. It’s relatively easy to use for basic editing, and has lots of functionality for you to explore. Like vim, emacs uses keystroke combinations to access its many different functional behaviors. These keystroke combinations
require memorization, so emacs is most useful if you use the command line often.If you’re new to using the command line and don’t anticipate using it much for editing, nano is probably your best choice. If you expect to spend a lot of time using the command-line environment, it’s probably worth learning either vim or emacs. They have very different
design philosophies, so spend some time with each of them to determine which works best for you.For more information about using nano, vim, or emacs, see their man pages.
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